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Now before the population of Earth there is a choice of the scenario of development of ecological safety. The 
world becomes more and more interconnected and fragile, the future promises at the same time both big danger, and big 
prospects. A.de Saint-Exupéry lips of Little Prince very precisely told: ﾫThere is such rule: rose in the morning, washed, 
made toilet and at once order the planetﾻ. Here if each person followed this rule.  
Every year, the problem of an ecological situation becomes more and more sharp. It is necessary to be engaged in 
improvement of quality of environmental protection as on local, regional, federal, and at the international level.  
The Kursk area following the results of an ecological rating among 83 subjects of the Russian Federation takes the 
6th place. It is rather high indicator - the area concedes to only the Tambov region, the Belgorod region, Chukchi joint 
stock company, the Republic Altai, the Pskov area. Achievement of a high rating is caused by actions carried out in the 
region on: to decrease in level of pollution of atmospheric air, protection and rational use of water resources, protection 
of soils, plant and animal life, to decrease in formation of a waste; decrease in negative impacts on the person in zones 
of his accommodation; ecological education, education, population informing.  
 In 2011 works of nature protection appointment to the sum more 105,7 mln. are performed. rub, including at the 
expense of the involved means of the enterprises, the organizations – 41,3 million roubles and the city budget – 64,4 
million roubles. In 2011 the means allocated at the expense of budgetary appropriations, to committee of ecological 
safety  and  environmental  management  of  the  city  of  Kursk,  for  financing  of  city  nature  protection  actions  in  the 
territory of the city of Kursk made according to sections: "Forestry" – 1,8 million roubles, "Environmental protection" – 
1,1 million roubles, "Accomplishment" – 57,3 million roubles. 
For  prevention  of  harmful  effects  of  production  wastes  and  consumption  on  health  of  the  population  and 
environment the works directed on reduction of volumes of unauthorized formation of a waste in the territory of the city 
of Kursk are organized and carried out. More than 3,3 thousand CBM of a waste, on the area more than 6,2 hectares are 
liquidated. Total amount of expenses for the specified works made 0,86 million roubles. 
Following the results of last year as a whole it is possible to note that in area there was an effective system of the 
solution of environmental problems. Actions for stabilization and decrease in volumes of receipt of polluting substances 
in environment are developed and are realized, works on the address with production wastes and consumption are 
optimized, new safe technologies take root.  
At the international level, one of the main strategic partners of Russia on the former Soviet Union is Ukraine. For 
development and strengthening of ties between the Russian and Ukrainian regions the policy of creation of cross-border 
economic educations – "euroregions" (ER) is important. 
Long-term experience of cooperation of Kursk and Sumy areas, within "Yaroslavn's" euroregion, showed that 
direct connections of the Russian and Ukrainian regions allow more widely and to consider more completely interests 
and  possibilities  of  managing  subjects  of  frontier  areas,  to  develop  mutually  advantageous  direct,  cooperation 
connections and other forms of partnership that, finally, allows to solve a big circle of specific questions in trade and 
economic and social areas. 
 At the beginning of June, 2011 one of joint projects kuryan and symchan  - major maintenance of a ground 
floodgate gidgouzel Konstantinovsky of a reservoir on the river Bruise of the Korenevsky region of Kursk area was 
complete. 
The department of ecological safety and environmental management of our region together with the Ukrainian 
party realizes one more project in the field of ecology – complex ecological inspection of a river basin Psel within the 
Russian-Ukrainian border zone is conducted. 
Together with the reached successes there are also problems which are among the solved. Preservation of natural 
riches and ensuring stability of an ecosystem – the common cause, which success depends on joint efforts of the state, 
society and each citizen. 
 